
Novent Code Compliant Locking - Refrigerant caps for access valve protection
Novent locking caps seal standard Schraeder service valves on central AC units an minisplits to help prevent refrigerant leakage. 
Safe guard your AC system efficiency from loss or accidental mixing of refrigereant gases an from serious injury or death 
resulting from the inhalation of dangerous refrigetants.

Tamper-Evident Straps and Sleeves The Fast, Safe and Easy Way to Protect A/C Systems!

With different refrigerants available for today's automotive A/C systems, the risk of 
cross-contamination has become a major concern. Tracerline® Tamper-Evident 
Straps and Sleeves are specifically designed to address this problem. These 
easy-to-use, cost-effective products ensure the purity of vehicle A/C systems, while 
protecting the integrity of your service equipment!

Warranties your work and protects A/C systems
Guards against unqualified repairs
Reduces comebacks
Safeguards your recovery equipment
Brings YOUR customers back to YOU!!

Tracerline TP-30 Tamper-Evident Sleeves
Come in a convenient storage bag complete with 10 sleeves with serial 
numbers, matching stickers and tape.

THREE EASY STEPS:

Tracerline TP-31 Tamper-Evident Straps
come in a convenient zip-lock storage bag complete with 10 tamper-proof tie 
straps with unique serial numbers and matching labels.

THREE EASY STEPS:

1. Position strap over service port 2. Tighten strap 3. Trim excess 1. Slip sleeve onto service port 2. Heat shrink with hot air gun 3. Apply sticker and record serial #

SELLOS DE SEGURIDAD PARA VALVULAS DE CARGA,
AUTOMOTRIZ, COMERCIAL E INDUSTRIAL
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